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high today. The revolver illustrated for this article is
a .32 Safety Hammerless Third Model, nickel fin-
ish, with the more common 3” barrel. It left the
factory in November 1921, and carries a serial
number in the early 223,000 range. In nearly per-
fect shape, it appears unfired and is accompanied
by a correct factory box. Because of its condition, I

suspect
that it resided
in someone’s
dresser drawer for
many years after
being purchased. A
factory authenticating

letter shows it was ini-
tially shipped to a large

popular hardware store of that
era. The final or Third Model was made from
1909 until 1937, with an ending serial num-
ber of 242,981.

Interestingly, although the factory always
referred to these revolvers as the “Safety Ham-
merless” models, the factory cardboard box
labels were imprinted with the words “New Depar-
ture.” This was apparently because Smith & Wesson
wanted to differentiate these “hammerless”
revolvers as being a departure from the norm of
double/single-action guns. In spite of these two dif-
ferent factory nomenclatures, today these revolvers
are popularly and affectionately known as “Lemon
Squeezers” because of their grip safety and the
genre’s similar action to a once-common kitchen
utensil of the same name.

Smith & Wesson’s top-break revolvers, intro-
duced way back in 1870, lasted well into the 20th
Century and were imitated by other manufactur-
ers worldwide. The .38 Safety Hammerless was
the final mark of that S&W breed, but its influ-
ence continues on to the present day. In 1952,
S&W introduced its Centennial Model revolver, so
named because it commemorated the 100th year
of the company’s history. It was a .38 Special J-
frame 2” barreled revolver with no external ham-
mer. It had a grip safety almost identical to that
used on the Safety Hammerless models. This was
a swing-out cylinder type, of course, but the con-
cept was very much in line with the immensely
successful “Lemon Squeezer” which was its
ancestor. In fact, that nickname stuck with the
newer gun, as well. The Centennial Airweight
model with an aluminum frame was also intro-
duced in 1952, with full-scale production begin-
ning in August 1963. At first the Airweights had
aluminum cylinders, but they were replaced with
steel cylinders quickly for safety reasons. The
Centennials and the Centennial Airweights

became the Models 40 and 42 in 1957, when
model names were replaced by model num-

bers at the factory. These two revolvers
were dropped from the S&W lineup in

1974. Model 640 stainless steel Cen-
tennials with no grip safety have

been made since 1989 and the
Model 642 Centennial Air-

weights (aluminum frame and
stainless cylinder) since
1990. The blackened alu-
minum/stainless Model
442 Centennial Airweight
came on stream in 1993.
In late 2007, an updated

and strengthened all-car-
bon steel Model 40 was
introduced as the Model
40-1, available in blue,
nickel, and case-hardened
finishes. These revolvers
are complete with grip
safeties, and their heritage

goes way back to the origi-
nal Safety Hammerless mod-

els of 1886! Unlike many
other revolvers in the Smith & Wesson lineup, the
new Model 40-1 has no politically correct inter-
nal key-lock on the left side of the frame.

The original Safety Hammerless revolvers intro-
duced a genre that survives to the present day. Pop-
ular in their time, good-condition specimens are
still quite desirable on the collector market, and
excellent examples, particularly if accompanied by
an original box and papers, are quite valuable.
They are all classics!
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volvers are affectionately 
as Lemon Squeezers.””
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